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The Punch Escrow Tal M. Klein 2017-07-25 When he’s accidentally duplicated
while teleporting, Joel Byram must outrun the most powerful corporation on the
planet and find a way back to his wife in a world that now has two of him.
Dubbed the “next Ready, Player One,” by former Warner Brothers President Greg
Silverman, and now in film development at Lionsgate.
Information Mastery Walter Rosser 2004 CD-ROM contains 11 bonus chapters and
searchable text in PDF.
Global Currents in Gender and Feminisms Glenda Tibe Bonifacio 2017-12-13 This
collection examines the ongoing shared struggles of diverse groups of women in
Canada and beyond focusing on a diverse range of themes to explore the
centrality of gender and feminist praxis in western and non-western contexts.
Shaping Abortion Discourse Myra Marx Ferree 2002-09-19 This book compares the
political process and role of the media using controversy over abortion.
Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 David Elfassy 2013-10-29 The
bestselling guide to Exchange Server, fully updated forthe newest version
Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is touted as a solution forlowering the total
cost of ownership, whether deployed on-premisesor in the cloud. Like the
earlier editions, this comprehensiveguide covers every aspect of installing,
configuring, and managingthis multifaceted collaboration system. It offers
Windows systemsadministrators and consultants a complete tutorial and
reference,ideal for anyone installing Exchange Server for the first time
orthose migrating from an earlier Exchange Server version. Microsoft Exchange
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Server 2013 is a messaging system thatallows for access to e-mail, voicemail,
and calendars from avariety of devices and any location, making it ideal for
theenterprise With more than 21,000 copies of earlier editions sold,
thiscomprehensive guide offers systems administrators and consultantsboth a
tutorial and a reference guide for installing and managingExchange Server 2013
A team of Microsoft Certified Masters walks you step by stepthrough planning
and design, installation, administration andmanagement, maintenance, and more
Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is the completereference for planning,
installing, and maintaining the mostpopular e-mail server product available.
Astrophysics for Physicists Arnab Rai Choudhuri 2010-03-11 Designed for
teaching astrophysics to physics students at advanced undergraduate or
beginning graduate level, this textbook also provides an overview of
astrophysics for astrophysics graduate students, before they delve into more
specialized volumes. Assuming background knowledge at the level of a physics
major, the textbook develops astrophysics from the basics without requiring any
previous study in astronomy or astrophysics. Physical concepts, mathematical
derivations and observational data are combined in a balanced way to provide a
unified treatment. Topics such as general relativity and plasma physics, which
are not usually covered in physics courses but used extensively in
astrophysics, are developed from first principles. While the emphasis is on
developing the fundamentals thoroughly, recent important discoveries are
highlighted at every stage.
Digest of Papers - Compcon 1986
The Unleashing Shelly Laurenston 2015 After being stabbed in an alley, former
Marine Kera Watson is brought back from death by a supernatural warrior and
transformed into one of the Crows, a group of women assassins loyal to a Norse
goddess.
Release It! Michael T. Nygard 2018-01-08 A single dramatic software failure can
cost a company millions of dollars - but can be avoided with simple changes to
design and architecture. This new edition of the best-selling industry standard
shows you how to create systems that run longer, with fewer failures, and
recover better when bad things happen. New coverage includes DevOps,
microservices, and cloud-native architecture. Stability antipatterns have grown
to include systemic problems in large-scale systems. This is a must-have
pragmatic guide to engineering for production systems. If you're a software
developer, and you don't want to get alerts every night for the rest of your
life, help is here. With a combination of case studies about huge losses - lost
revenue, lost reputation, lost time, lost opportunity - and practical, down-toearth advice that was all gained through painful experience, this book helps
you avoid the pitfalls that cost companies millions of dollars in downtime and
reputation. Eighty percent of project life-cycle cost is in production, yet few
books address this topic. This updated edition deals with the production of
today's systems - larger, more complex, and heavily virtualized - and includes
information on chaos engineering, the discipline of applying randomness and
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deliberate stress to reveal systematic problems. Build systems that survive the
real world, avoid downtime, implement zero-downtime upgrades and continuous
delivery, and make cloud-native applications resilient. Examine ways to
architect, design, and build software - particularly distributed systems - that
stands up to the typhoon winds of a flash mob, a Slashdotting, or a link on
Reddit. Take a hard look at software that failed the test and find ways to make
sure your software survives. To skip the pain and get the experience...get this
book.
Mourning Diary Roland Barthes 2010-10-12 A major discovery: The lost diary of a
great mind—and an intimate, deeply moving study of grief The day after his
mother's death in October 1977, the influential philosopher Roland Barthes
began a diary of mourning. Taking notes on index cards as was his habit, he
reflected on a new solitude, on the ebb and flow of sadness, and on modern
society's dismissal of grief. These 330 cards, published here for the first
time, prove a skeleton key to the themes he tackled throughout his work. Behind
the unflagging mind, "the most consistently intelligent, important, and useful
literary critic to have emerged anywhere" (Susan Sontag), lay a deeply
sensitive man who cherished his mother with a devotion unknown even to his
closest friends.
Odysseus Unbound Robert Bittlestone 2005-09-19 Examines literary, geological,
and archaeological evidence in an attempt to identify the true location of the
island of Ithaca described in Homer's "Odyssey."
Queueing Modelling Fundamentals Professor Chee-Hock Ng 2008-04-30 Queueing
analysis is a vital tool used in the evaluation of system performance.
Applications of queueing analysis cover a wide spectrum from bank automated
teller machines to transportation and communications data networks. Fully
revised, this second edition of a popular book contains the significant
addition of a new chapter on Flow & Congestion Control and a section on Network
Calculus among other new sections that have been added to remaining chapters.
An introductory text, Queueing Modelling Fundamentals focuses on queueing
modelling techniques and applications of data networks, examining the
underlying principles of isolated queueing systems. This book introduces the
complex queueing theory in simple language/proofs to enable the reader to
quickly pick up an overview to queueing theory without utilizing the diverse
necessary mathematical tools. It incorporates a rich set of worked examples on
its applications to communication networks. Features include: Fully revised and
updated edition with significant new chapter on Flow and Congestion Control aswell-as a new section on Network Calculus A comprehensive text which highlights
both the theoretical models and their applications through a rich set of worked
examples, examples of applications to data networks and performance curves
Provides an insight into the underlying queuing principles and features stepby-step derivation of queueing results Written by experienced Professors in the
field Queueing Modelling Fundamentals is an introductory text for undergraduate
or entry-level post-graduate students who are taking courses on network
performance analysis as well as those practicing network administrators who
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want to understand the essentials of network operations. The detailed step-bystep derivation of queueing results also makes it an excellent text for
professional engineers.
Open Sources Chris DiBona 1999-01-03 Freely available source code, with
contributions from thousands of programmers around the world: this is the
spirit of the software revolution known as Open Source. Open Source has grabbed
the computer industry's attention. Netscape has opened the source code to
Mozilla; IBM supports Apache; major database vendors haved ported their
products to Linux. As enterprises realize the power of the open-source
development model, Open Source is becoming a viable mainstream alternative to
commercial software.Now in Open Sources, leaders of Open Source come together
for the first time to discuss the new vision of the software industry they have
created. The essays in this volume offer insight into how the Open Source
movement works, why it succeeds, and where it is going.For programmers who have
labored on open-source projects, Open Sources is the new gospel: a powerful
vision from the movement's spiritual leaders. For businesses integrating opensource software into their enterprise, Open Sources reveals the mysteries of
how open development builds better software, and how businesses can leverage
freely available software for a competitive business advantage.The contributors
here have been the leaders in the open-source arena: Brian Behlendorf (Apache)
Kirk McKusick (Berkeley Unix) Tim O'Reilly (Publisher, O'Reilly & Associates)
Bruce Perens (Debian Project, Open Source Initiative) Tom Paquin and Jim
Hamerly (mozilla.org, Netscape) Eric Raymond (Open Source Initiative) Richard
Stallman (GNU, Free Software Foundation, Emacs) Michael Tiemann (Cygnus
Solutions) Linus Torvalds (Linux) Paul Vixie (Bind) Larry Wall (Perl) This book
explains why the majority of the Internet's servers use open- source
technologies for everything from the operating system to Web serving and email.
Key technology products developed with open-source software have overtaken and
surpassed the commercial efforts of billion dollar companies like Microsoft and
IBM to dominate software markets. Learn the inside story of what led Netscape
to decide to release its source code using the open-source mode. Learn how
Cygnus Solutions builds the world's best compilers by sharing the source code.
Learn why venture capitalists are eagerly watching Red Hat Software, a company
that gives its key product -- Linux -- away.For the first time in print, this
book presents the story of the open- source phenomenon told by the people who
created this movement.Open Sources will bring you into the world of free
software and show you the revolution.
Practical Computer Vision with SimpleCV Kurt Demaagd 2012 SimpleCV is a cross
platform (Windows, Macintosh, Linux) framework in Python that makes writing
computer vision applications quick and easy.
Manituana Wu Ming 2009 To save their threatened utopian community of Iroquois,
Irish, and Scots during the start of the American Revolution, Mohawk chief
Joseph Brant and a group of warriors go on a restless journey that takes them
from New York to Canada, to the salons of Georgian London and the heart of the
British Empire, in the latest work by a critically acclaimed collective of
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Italian writers known as Wu Ming.
The Book of African Proverbs Ibrahim Mustapha 2020-01-04 This book contains a
list of African proverbs, wise saying and words of wisdom from around the
continent.A proverb is a simple, concrete, traditional saying that expresses a
perceived truth based on common sense or experience. Proverbs are often
metaphorical and use formulaic language. Collectively, they form a genre of
folklore.Many African proverbs are strongly tied to the earth and animals,
conveying lessons of life and learning often through daily, seemingly menial,
procedures. An example of a Zimbabwean proverb is "there is honey but no bees"
- describing a situation when you find something free for the taking and
without consequence.Every culture has its share of wise proverbs or sayings,
usually single sentences, passed down from one generation to the next. While
these sayings may vary from one language, culture, and country to another, the
wisdom they convey is universal. Africa, in particular, is overflowing with
inspirational sayings, many of which provide a captivating insight into the
rich and vibrant cultures that crafted them.
Field Guide to Microsoft Windows 95 Stephen L. Nelson 1995 A handy,
illustrated, two-color, task-oriented book with easy-to-use, easy-to-remember
sections and rich cross-referencing for quick lookup. It includes screen
illustrations, alphabetic entries, hints for troubleshooting, user-friendly
icons, and a helpful guide in a safari helmet to point out valuable tips to
help users work smarter and faster.
Children's Books and Their Illustrators Gleeson White 2019-11-21 "Children's
Books and Their Illustrators" by Gleeson White. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Quasiconformal Surgery in Holomorphic Dynamics Bodil Branner 2014-01-23 A
comprehensive introduction to quasiconformal surgery in holomorphic dynamics.
Contains a wide variety of applications and illustrations.
How to Think Like an Anthropologist Matthew Engelke 2019-06-18 "What is
anthropology? What can it tell us about the world? Why, in short, does it
matter? For well over a century, cultural anthropologists have circled the
globe, from Papua New Guinea to suburban England and from China to California,
uncovering surprising facts and insights about how humans organize their lives
and articulate their values. In the process, anthropology has done more than
any other discipline to reveal what culture means--and why it matters. By
weaving together examples and theories from around the world, Matthew Engelke
provides a lively, accessible, and at times irreverent introduction to
anthropology, covering a wide range of classic and contemporary approaches,
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subjects, and practitioners. Presenting a set of memorable cases, he encourages
readers to think deeply about some of the key concepts with which anthropology
tries to make sense of the world--from culture and nature to authority and
blood. Along the way, he shows why anthropology matters: not only because it
helps us understand other cultures and points of view but also because, in the
process, it reveals something about ourselves and our own cultures, too." -Cover.
A Concise History of Switzerland Clive H. Church 2013-05-23 Despite its
position at the heart of Europe and its quintessentially European nature,
Switzerland's history is often overlooked within the English-speaking world.
This comprehensive and engaging history of Switzerland traces the historical
and cultural development of this fascinating but neglected European country
from the end of the Dark Ages up to the present. The authors focus on the
initial Confederacy of the Middle Ages; the religious divisions which
threatened it after 1500 and its surprising survival amongst Europe's
monarchies; the turmoil following the French Revolution and conquest, which
continued until the Federal Constitution of 1848; the testing of the Swiss
nation through the late nineteenth century and then two World Wars and the
Depression of the 1930s; and the unparalleled economic and social growth and
political success of the post-war era. The book concludes with a discussion of
the contemporary challenges, often shared with neighbours, that shape the
country today.
Nights Without Rain James H. Duncan 2018-10-10 Like scenes witnessed through
passing windows at night, these fifty stories reveal love and lives realized
and destroyed, the mundane terrors and desires of modern life, loneliness,
heartache, and hard-won redemption. Through sprawling cities to small desert
towns, the players in each tale are you and I, your friend, your enemy, all of
us just actors in minuscule films any stranger passing by may see and
experience, and perhaps remember for the rest of their lives. From the author
of What Lies In Wait and The Cards We Keep, these flashes of fiction explore
the strange and desolate landscape of humanity's desire for comfort, for
communion, or for something just a little more.
Reversing Human Aging Michael Fossel 1997-06 Explains the effects of aging on
the human body and describes groundbreaking medical advances in age reversal,
citing their potential cures for cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer's, and stroke
Pretty Faces and Dark Places Rose B. Mashal 2015 Winner of a Halloween Contest
Hosted by Cool Beans Publishing House. Now extended.When Maya finally agreed to
go to a party in the woods with her best friend on a dark Halloween night, she
didn't imagine she was heading down the road of no return.With her heart filled
with love and her spirit shielded with pureness, she entered the underworld,
facing what she never thought existed, and living with creatures she knew only
lived in legends.With his heart made of pure hate and his soul stained with
evilness, Andrew fell in love with the last girl he should fall in love
with.Can their forbidden love survive or was it doomed from the start?
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 Clifton Leonard 2016-09-23 A
bestselling Exchange Server guide, updated for the 2016 release Mastering
Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the gold-standard reference for system
administrators and first-time users alike. Fully updated to align with the
latest release, this expert-led guide provides comprehensive coverage and easyto-follow tutorials for all aspects of Exchange Server installation,
configuration, and management. Whether you're migrating from an earlier version
or installing Exchange Server for the first time, this book gives you quick
access to the answers you need. Step-by-step instructions walk you through
planning and design, installation, administration and management, maintenance,
and more, so you can get up to speed quickly and get back to work. With a focus
on the hands-on details, the Microsoft Certified Masters author team provides
practical insight and invaluable guidance on every aspect of Exchange Server
2016, from mastering the basics to leveraging new features. Microsoft Exchange
allows access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars at any time, from almost any
device. The 2016 release is designed specifically to appeal to enterprises; if
you've been tasked with the implementation, this guide has the information you
need. Get up to speed with the latest changes and features Understand server
configurations, requirements, installation, and migration Manage mailboxes,
groups, connectivity, and the client access server Troubleshoot common issues
efficiently and effectively Exchange Server 2016 shifts even more control to
the user, freeing administrators to perform more critical tasks. Beefed-up
architecture and more centralized functions have eased configuration and
upgrades, and a robust cloud implementation is expected to draw enterprises
sooner rather than later. Systems administrators need to become familiar with
the latest changes, and Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the
ultimate reference and tutorial.
A History of the Amistad Captives John Warner Barber 1840 Published in 1840,
this account of the capture of the slave traderAmistad by the Africans on board
includes biographical sketches of each of the surviving Africans and details of
the court cases that decided their freedom.
Anti-Twitter Harold Jaffe 2010 These 50-word stories are based on "found" texts
from mainstream news sources and other public sites. Jaffe sculpts them to
reveal their inner core, all niceties stripped away. Now the true motives,
fears and sins of our age are on display for all who care to see. Amidst an
internet-driven content boom, meaning has virtually disappeared. ANTI-TWITTER's
extreme brevity demonstrates by example that brief need not = dumbed-down.
Though the stories describe a wide arc: high and pop culture, intimate and
public, sordid and exalted, all subjects are equally laid bare by Jaffe's
incisive stratagems.
ESSENTIALS OF E-COMMERCE TECHNOLOGY V. RAJARAMAN 2009-11-03 This book is
designed to acquaint the readers with major aspects of e-commerce with
particular emphasis on technology such as cryptography, e-payment and mobile
payment security. The book presents a layered architecture of e-commerce
systems with six layers. The physical layer (the bottommost layer) described
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first, provides the basic communication infrastructure needed by e commerce.
The next layer described is the logical layer consisting of Local Area
Networks, the Internet, Intranet, etc. which provide connectivity. The layer
above is the network services layer which provides e-mail and World Wide Web
applications. Above this is a very important messaging layer of e-commerce
which provides facilities for exchanging messages securely using the
communication infrastructure. Here various methods of encryption, public key
infrastructure and digital signature are discussed. It is also explained as to
how the messaging layer is used to exchange structured electronic documents,
using XML. The next layer called middleman services layer, describes the design
of home page of an organization and elaborates various payment services such as
credit card, e cash, smart card, etc. The topmost layer is on applications,
namely, B2C, B2B and C2C e commerce which are defined and described at the
beginning of the book. As use of mobile phones and mobile network is rapidly
increasing, a whole chapter is devoted to explain m-commerce. Of special
interest are detailed discussions of Wireless Application Protocol, security
issues and payment methods. A complete chapter is also devoted to new
developments in multimedia information goods such as e-books, MP3 compressed
audio and digital quality video. A unique feature of these goods is the method
of delivery which also uses the mobile Internet infrastructure. Finally, the
legal framework of e-commerce provided by the Information Technology Act 2000
(and the amended act of 2008) is explained. This book with its numerous
student-friendly features is an ideal text for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of Computer Science and Information Technology (BSc and MSc), Computer
Applications (BCA and MCA), and for undergraduate engineering students of
Computer Science and Engineering and Information Technology. Besides, it would
be useful to professionals for quickly understanding the basics of e commerce.
Key Features : • Gives detailed discussions of security and payment schemes in
e-commerce. • Discusses essentials of m-commerce technology including WAP
protocol and mobile security. • Discusses e-commerce of multimedia such as ebooks, MP3 audio and video on demand. • Provides learning aids such as chapter
summaries, over 300 review questions and 350 objective type questions.
A Duty to Resist Candice Delmas 2018-08-01 What are our responsibilities in the
face of injustice? How far should we go to fight it? Many would argue that as
long as a state is nearly just, citizens have a moral duty to obey the law.
Proponents of civil disobedience generally hold that, given this moral duty, a
person needs a solid justification to break the law. But activists from Henry
David Thoreau and Mohandas Gandhi to the Movement for Black Lives have long
recognized that there are times when, rather than having a duty to obey the
law, we have a duty to disobey it. Taking seriously the history of this
activism, A Duty to Resist wrestles with the problem of political obligation in
real world societies that harbor injustice. Candice Delmas argues that the duty
of justice, the principle of fairness, the Samaritan duty, and political
association impose responsibility to resist under conditions of injustice. We
must expand political obligation to include a duty to resist unjust laws and
social conditions even in legitimate states. For Delmas, this duty to resist
demands principled disobedience, and such disobedience need not always be
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civil. At times, covert, violent, evasive, or offensive acts of lawbreaking can
be justified, even required. Delmas defends the viability and necessity of
illegal assistance to undocumented migrants, leaks of classified information,
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, sabotage, armed self-defense,
guerrilla art, and other modes of resistance. There are limits: principle alone
does not justify law breaking. But uncivil disobedience can sometimes be not
only permissible but required in the effort to resist injustice.
The Story of Nuremberg ... Cecil Headlam 1900
InfoWorld 1993-07-05 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content
is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
Archenemies Marissa Meyer 2018-11-06 The Renegades Trilogy continues, in this
fiercely awaited second installment after the New York Times-bestselling
Renegades by Marissa Meyer, author of the Lunar Chronicles. Now a New York
Times Bestseller! Time is running out. Together, they can save the world. But
they each other’s worst nightmare. Nova’s double life is about to get a lot
more complicated: As Insomnia, she is a full-fledged member of the Renegades, a
syndicate of powerful and beloved superheroes. She works with Adrian’s patrol
unit to protect the weak and maintain order in Gatlon City. As Nightmare, she
is an Anarchist - a group of of villains who are determined to destroy the
Renegades. Nova wants vengeance against the so-called heroes who once failed
her when she needed them most. But as Nova, her feelings for Adrian are
deepening, despite the fact that he is the son of her sworn enemies and,
unbeknownst to Nova, he has some dangerous secrets of his own. In this second
installment of the Renegades trilogy, Nova, Adrian, and the rest of their crew
– Ruby, Oscar, and Danna -- are faced with escalating crime in Gatlon City,
while covert weapons and conflicting missions have Nova and Adrian questioning
not only their beliefs about justice, but also the feelings they have for each
other. The line between good and evil has been blurred, but what's clear to
them both is that too much power could mean the end of their city – and the
world – as they know it.
File System Forensic Analysis Brian Carrier 2005-03-17 The Definitive Guide to
File System Analysis: Key Concepts and Hands-on Techniques Most digital
evidence is stored within the computer's file system, but understanding how
file systems work is one of the most technically challenging concepts for a
digital investigator because there exists little documentation. Now, security
expert Brian Carrier has written the definitive reference for everyone who
wants to understand and be able to testify about how file system analysis is
performed. Carrier begins with an overview of investigation and computer
foundations and then gives an authoritative, comprehensive, and illustrated
overview of contemporary volume and file systems: Crucial information for
discovering hidden evidence, recovering deleted data, and validating your
tools. Along the way, he describes data structures, analyzes example disk
images, provides advanced investigation scenarios, and uses today's most
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valuable open source file system analysis tools—including tools he personally
developed. Coverage includes Preserving the digital crime scene and duplicating
hard disks for "dead analysis" Identifying hidden data on a disk's Host
Protected Area (HPA) Reading source data: Direct versus BIOS access, dead
versus live acquisition, error handling, and more Analyzing DOS, Apple, and GPT
partitions; BSD disk labels; and Sun Volume Table of Contents using key
concepts, data structures, and specific techniques Analyzing the contents of
multiple disk volumes, such as RAID and disk spanning Analyzing FAT, NTFS,
Ext2, Ext3, UFS1, and UFS2 file systems using key concepts, data structures,
and specific techniques Finding evidence: File metadata, recovery of deleted
files, data hiding locations, and more Using The Sleuth Kit (TSK), Autopsy
Forensic Browser, and related open source tools When it comes to file system
analysis, no other book offers this much detail or expertise. Whether you're a
digital forensics specialist, incident response team member, law enforcement
officer, corporate security specialist, or auditor, this book will become an
indispensable resource for forensic investigations, no matter what analysis
tools you use.
Pink Moon Sarah Murdaugh 2010-08 With the ability to seduce her readers erotic
visual senses, Sarah lays out each poem to tell the story of a passionate tale
of erotic prose filled with sensual energy. From the gentle flirtations in
Blame not My Blushing Heart, to the playful foreplay in Why Masturbation
Deserves a Standing Ovation, down to aphrodisiac vibes in Unbridled Passion, to
even the harsh demands of a domineering dominatrix in Master and the passionate
cries in Lucid Ignis Fatuus. Sarah penetrates deep within her psyche to
titillate every erogenous zone in your mind and touching each one with the
climaxing power of lovemaking. The poetry in this book is not for the sensitive
eyes but for those souls who want to take a journey into eroticism, romance,
lust and passion. A journey that will leave you wanting more but leaving you
fulfilled. So, prepare to let your carnal desires run rampant as you read from
the raw seductive power of Pink Moon.
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the Internet, 3/e James F.
Kurose 2005
MongoDB in Action Kyle Banker 2016-03-29 Summary MongoDB in Action, Second
Edition is a completely revised and updated version. It introduces MongoDB 3.0
and the document-oriented database model. This perfectly paced book gives you
both the big picture you'll need as a developer and enough low-level detail to
satisfy system engineers. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology
This document-oriented database was built for high availability, supports rich,
dynamic schemas, and lets you easily distribute data across multiple servers.
MongoDB 3.0 is flexible, scalable, and very fast, even with big data loads.
About the Book MongoDB in Action, Second Edition is a completely revised and
updated version. It introduces MongoDB 3.0 and the document-oriented database
model. This perfectly paced book gives you both the big picture you'll need as
a developer and enough low-level detail to satisfy system engineers. Lots of
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examples will help you develop confidence in the crucial area of data modeling.
You'll also love the deep explanations of each feature, including replication,
auto-sharding, and deployment. What's Inside Indexes, queries, and standard DB
operations Aggregation and text searching Map-reduce for custom aggregations
and reporting Deploying for scale and high availability Updated for Mongo 3.0
About the Reader Written for developers. No previous MongoDB or NoSQL
experience is assumed. About the Authors After working at MongoDB, Kyle Banker
is now at a startup. Peter Bakkum is a developer with MongoDB expertise. Shaun
Verch has worked on the core server team at MongoDB. A Genentech engineer, Doug
Garrett is one of the winners of the MongoDB Innovation Award for Analytics. A
software architect, Tim Hawkins has led search engineering at Yahoo Europe.
Technical Contributor: Wouter Thielen. Technical Editor: Mihalis Tsoukalos.
Table of Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED A database for the modern web MongoDB
through the JavaScript shell Writing programs using MongoDB PART 2 APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT IN MONGODB Document-oriented data Constructing queries Aggregation
Updates, atomic operations, and deletes PART 3 MONGODB MASTERY Indexing and
query optimization Text search WiredTiger and pluggable storage Replication
Scaling your system with sharding Deployment and administration
Hadoop Application Architectures Mark Grover 2015-06-30 Get expert guidance on
architecting end-to-end data management solutions with Apache Hadoop. While
many sources explain how to use various components in the Hadoop ecosystem,
this practical book takes you through architectural considerations necessary to
tie those components together into a complete tailored application, based on
your particular use case. To reinforce those lessons, the book’s second section
provides detailed examples of architectures used in some of the most commonly
found Hadoop applications. Whether you’re designing a new Hadoop application,
or planning to integrate Hadoop into your existing data infrastructure, Hadoop
Application Architectures will skillfully guide you through the process. This
book covers: Factors to consider when using Hadoop to store and model data Best
practices for moving data in and out of the system Data processing frameworks,
including MapReduce, Spark, and Hive Common Hadoop processing patterns, such as
removing duplicate records and using windowing analytics Giraph, GraphX, and
other tools for large graph processing on Hadoop Using workflow orchestration
and scheduling tools such as Apache Oozie Near-real-time stream processing with
Apache Storm, Apache Spark Streaming, and Apache Flume Architecture examples
for clickstream analysis, fraud detection, and data warehousing
Devil's Deal Aleatha Romig 2021-05-18 I'm Everett “Rett” Ramses. New Orleans is
my world, my realm, and my domain. After what I've done, some people say I’m
the devil. I say I'm a man who knows what he wants, and nothing stops me from
getting what I desire. I took New Orleans, and now I want Emma O’Brien. As the
daughter of my father’s rival and sworn enemy, her fate is to be my wife. Emma
is in my world now. It's time she makes a deal with the devil. Have you been
Aleatha'd? Enter the dangerous and mysterious world of New Orleans in this all
new full-length romantic suspense novel, DEVIL'S DEAL. For a sneak peek into
their first meeting with no spoilers, check out the enticing prequel, “Fate’s
Demand” available everywhere. #enemiestolovers #arrangedmarriage #age-gapshort-stories-on-talking-book-word-200kb
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romance #dangerousromance Rett and Emma’s intriguing story begins with DEVIL’S
DEAL, book one of the Devil Series Duet, and concludes with ANGEL’S PROMISE.
Don’t miss a word of this new and exciting duet.
Unshakeable Anthony Robbins 2017-02-28 After interviewing fifty of the world's
greatest financial minds and penning the #1 New York Times bestseller Money:
Master the Game, Tony Robbins returns with a step-by-step playbook, taking you
on a journey to transform your financial life and accelerate your path to
financial freedom. No matter your salary, your stage of life, or when you
started, this book will provide the tools to help you achieve your financial
goals more rapidly than you ever thought possible. Robbins, who has coached
more than fifty million people from 100 countries, is the world's #1 life and
business strategist. In this book, he teams up with Peter Mallouk, the only man
in history to be ranked the #1 financial advisor in the US for three
consecutive years by Barron's. Together they reveal how to become unshakeable-someone who can not only maintain true peace of mind in a world of immense
uncertainty, economic volatility, and unprecedented change, but who can profit
from the fear that immobilizes so many. In these pages, through plain English
and inspiring stories, you'll discover... -How to put together a simple,
actionable plan that can deliver true financial freedom. -Strategies from the
world's top investors on how to protect yourself and your family and maximize
profit from the inevitable crashes and corrections to come. -How a few simple
steps can add a decade or more of additional retirement income by discovering
what your 401(k) provider doesn't want you to know. -The core four principles
that most of the world's greatest financial minds utilize so that you can
maximize upside and minimize downside. -The fastest way to put money back in
your pocket: uncover the hidden fees and half truths of Wall Street--how the
biggest firms keep you overpaying for underperformance. -Master the mindset of
true wealth and experience the fulfillment you deserve today.
The Friendly Orange Glow Brian Dear 2018-10-02 At a time when Steve Jobs was
only a teenager and Mark Zuckerberg wasn’t even born, a group of visionary
engineers and designers—some of them only high school students—in the late
1960s and 1970s created a computer system called PLATO, which was light-years
ahead in experimenting with how people would learn, engage, communicate, and
play through connected computers. Not only did PLATO engineers make significant
hardware breakthroughs with plasma displays and touch screens but PLATO
programmers also came up with a long list of software innovations: chat rooms,
instant messaging, message boards, screen savers, multiplayer games, online
newspapers, interactive fiction, and emoticons. Together, the PLATO community
pioneered what we now collectively engage in as cyberculture. They were among
the first to identify and also realize the potential and scope of the social
interconnectivity of computers, well before the creation of the internet. PLATO
was the foundational model for every online community that was to follow in its
footsteps. The Friendly Orange Glow is the first history to recount in
fascinating detail the remarkable accomplishments and inspiring personal
stories of the PLATO community. The addictive nature of PLATO both ruined many
a college career and launched pathbreaking multimillion-dollar software
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products. Its development, impact, and eventual disappearance provides an
instructive case study of technological innovation and disruption, project
management, and missed opportunities. Above all, The Friendly Orange Glow at
last reveals new perspectives on the origins of social computing and our
internet-infatuated world.
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